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MAY 3, 2021(MON) 9AM-2PM 
OUTDOOR & 
DISASTER DRILL EVENT 
SITE: MOTS LAND ＠SOUTH SASHIMA, LONG BEACH 

Let's prepare for disasters in combination with  
outdoor activities while having fun 
Nankai Trough Earthquake is close to us. 
Preparing for disasters is something we 
tend to put off and forget. The purpose of 
the event is to prepare practically to 
keep your wits about you having 
chance to get conscious about 
disaster prevention regularly 
while enjoying the outdoor 

activities. 
You can also 
obtain useful 
skill for daily life and shall we plan electrical 
parades in Kamijima town? 

REGULARLY HELD ONCE 
EVERY TWO MONTHS! 

SCHEDULE FOR 
THE FIRST EVENT 

9-10AM FIRE MAKING, 
PREP 
──── 
10-11AM ROPEWORK 

──── 
11-12AM OUTDOOR 
COOKING, LUNCH  
──── 
12AM-1PM DISASTER 
PREVENTION WORKSHOP 
THEME：ESCAPE CHUTE 

──── 
1-2PM ELECTRIC CRAFT 
WORKSHOP 
LET'S MAKE ELECTRICAL 
PARADES IN KAMIJIMA 
TOWN! 

HOST: DISASTER 
PREVENTION MTG 

Office: Renaissance 
794-2510 Yuge-Kamada 148-1 

📞📞090-4902-1397 
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http://yugeshima.com 

OUTDOOR COOKING 

 Fire making Basis of outdoor cooking. 
Making glowing ember to cook bamboo 
rice. 

 Wild boar cooking  Wild boar hunter group 
contributed wild boar meat for curry. 

 Fish cooking Fish can which is useful in case 
of emergency. We use mackerel can. 

 Meal variation in case of emergency 
 Emergency power supply Solar panel can 

provide outdoor power source and smart 
phone can be charged. Demonstration of it. 

ROPEWORK 

 Treatment of rope end 

 Bowline knot to rescue drowning men 

 Clove hitch  

 Double knot to put tent tensely  

 Loincloth Hang things  

 

DISASTER PREVENTIN WS 

  

 Disaster Chute What should we put in? 
We will check the list of town preparation 
and think about the best answer of disaster 
chute for Kamijima people. 

 Move to refuge Confirm route to escape, 
simulation.  

 Action in refuge Layout of refuge？ 
 

 

► 2nd Preparation Fixation of furniture, 
LED training 

► 3rd First Aid Learn how to treat injured 
people. 

► 4th Disaster preparation Game 
► 5th Enlightenment  spread to more people  

ELECTRICAL CRAFT WS 

 
 

 Goal At Christmas night, electrical parades 
will be held in Kamijima town by walking 
wearing costume with LED.  
Shining ship may appear!? 

  

① Image training to watch electrical parades 
movie 

② Lean how to turn on LED lights 

③ Designing LED costume 

④ Recruiting people who is interested in 
making speaker 

Making LED costume 

 

Let's practice ropework repeatedly to 
acquire the skill 

今後のテーマ（予定） 

 1st Theme is 'ESCAPE' 

  Schedule of the first event 

 Let's make electrical parades！ 

Instructor is Mr. Hamada 

Instructor is Mots san 

  Next time 
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